
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

STAFF REPORT 
 
 
SUBJECT: Regional Housing Needs Allocation 
 
 
MEETING DATE: July 3, 2008 AGENDA ITEM:  4 
 
 
STAFF CONTACT: Brian Bresolin, Michael Powers 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
Review staff response to comments and proposed editorial changes to Final RHNA Plan. 
 
DISCUSSION: 
 

As you know, SBCAG held a public hearing on June 19 to receive public and agency input on 
the draft RHNA Plan.  The City of Santa Barbara submitted a letter of comment that included a 
request for a modification to the draft plan, which would revise the housing allocation approved 
by the board.  They requested that SBCAG base its allocation solely on the formula 50% 
existing jobs and 25% each new jobs and new housing. In addition, the Board received public 
comment on the draft Plan.  Approximately 15 members of the public spoke.  Public comment 
varied; some suggested the entire state mandate is flawed, some were concerned that new 
housing will not be purchased by local workers since it is so costly, with others stressing that the 
draft allocation plan remedies past job housing imbalances, and further that housing should go 
into cities not rural unincorporated areas.  In addition, the County of Santa Barbara Planning 
and Development Department submitted a letter of comment. 
 
The SBCAG board considered the City of Santa Barbara’s June 11 letter requesting a revision 
in the SBCAG Board adopted Regional Housing Needs Allocation methodology.  After reviewing 
the letter, public testimony at the June 19 public hearing, and other letters of comment the 
Board rejected requests for modification, adopted the Final Plan, and direct staff to prepare 
response to the City of Santa Barbara request for a revision.  The board approved the final plan 
and authorized staff to make editorial changes in consultation with TPAC. 
 
The board recognized the overall challenge in addressing the RHNA state mandate.  There 
were several comments by the board that suggested SBCAG should continue in its attempts to 
improve the RHNA process for local jurisdictions.  The board approved an action to invite state 
legislators to our area to discuss the future of the RHNA process and receive input on local 
concerns. 
 
Board members emphasized that a lack of affordable housing in Santa Barbara results in a 
large number of employees who live in Lompoc and other north county communities who 
commute to the City of Santa Barbara, utilizing an increasing number of commuter buses.  
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These long commutes impact the ability of residents to be socially and civically engaged in 
either community. 
 
Board members also stated that citizen input on residential projects, proposed for the Gaviota 
Coast and other unincorporated areas, generally object to these projects as they emphasize the 
need for preservation of open space and agriculture. 
 
The County comment letter suggests the draft plan narrative improve the description of the 
process that led to the final draft methodology by including a detailed accounting of the many 
deliberations in which the public, elected officials, staff from member jurisdictions, and SBCAG 
engaged in over the last year leading up to the Board’s selection of the RHNA methodology.  
The letter also suggests the inclusion of additional detail documenting the role of the Regional 
Growth Forecast, and the context of the TPAC and Board meetings debating how future 
housing should be located in the region would greatly strengthen the narrative.  While editorial 
changes recommended by the County can be incorporated into the final Plan, the comments on 
the plan that request additional materials on plan deliberations and the addition of background 
information to the plan run counter to the prior general direction from TPAC for a streamlined 
report.  Therefore, staff did not concur with these wholesale changes and, per Board direction, 
is soliciting TPAC input on the suggested changes by County Planning and Development staff.  
SBCAG staff’s response to the County’s letter is attached.  Also attached is the revised final 
Regional Housing Needs Allocation Plan.  Editorial changes in the final draft report are shaded 
in grey.  Staff requests TPAC review and comment on these proposed changes.   
 
Schedule and Next Steps 
 
By statute, all local agencies have the ability to appeal the adopted plan.  Local jurisdictions 
may appeal their allocation based on the criteria outlined in Government Code Section 
65584.05.  Generally, an appeal must show that the Council of Governments failed to 
adequately consider the information or methodology used in the allocation, or, that a significant 
unforeseen change in circumstances has occurred in the local jurisdiction that merits a revision 
of the information submitted.  However, if an individual jurisdiction’s allocation is reduced; other 
jurisdictions would be subject to an increase since the total countywide allocation of 11,600 
remains the same.  To enable staff to respond to any appeal the operative deadline for 
submitting an appeal is August 4 to allow the Technical Planning Advisory Committee (TPAC) 
involvement in the preparation of the staff response.  A public hearing to consider appeals 
would be scheduled for the August 21 SBCAG board meeting.  Staff will apprise local agencies 
of any requests for an appeal.  
 
ATTACHMENTS: 
 
1. County Planning and Development Department, Draft RHNA Comment Letter and SBCAG 
Staff Response  
2. Final Regional Housing Needs Allocation Plan, June 19, 2008, SBCAG (separate document) 
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Attachment 1 
County Planning and Development Department, Draft RHNA Comment Letter and SBCAG 

Staff Response 
 

 
Date: June 5, 2008 

To: Michael Powers, Deputy Director of Planning, SBCAG 
Brian Bresolin, Senior Regional Analyst, SBCAG 
 

From: David Matson, Deputy Director 

Subject: Revised Draft RHNA Plan 2007-2014 (April 17, 2008 draft) 
 

 

Per your April 21, 2008 email request, County staff has reviewed and provided comments for 
inclusion in the Draft Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA) Plan 2007-2014, dated April 
17, 2008.  It is our hope that you will find the following comments, in addition to our April 4, 2008 
memo helpful as you prepare the final draft of the Plan.  The RHNA methodology adopted by 
the Board was crafted during an open and public process consistent with the intent of state 
housing law.  These revisions will serve to strengthen and accurately convey the 
comprehensive and integral role SBCAG has played in the State’s RHNA process.  

The Draft Plan narrative describing the process of developing the methodology can be improved 
by including a detailed accounting of the many deliberations in which the public, elected 
officials, staff from member jurisdictions, and SBCAG engaged in over the last year leading up 
to the Board’s selection of the RHNA methodology.   

Response- Consideration was given to including the minutes and staff reports of prior 
deliberations.  However, TPAC had suggested keeping the report brief and to the point as was 
the plan from RHNA previous cycle. To reconcile these points of view staff has prepared a 
detailed chronology of the TPAC and SBCAG meetings which was added to the Appendix. 

In particular, revising the narrative to describe the SBCAG Board’s direction to the Technical 
Planning Advisory Committee (TPAC) to find a compromise methodology ensuring that future 
housing would be allocated to areas with the most job growth will clarify and reinforce the basis 
for the allocation.   

Response- The board recommended that TPAC reach a “consensus” not that they reach a 
compromise.  Some county supervisors and city representatives emphasized job growth but 
other board members had other opinions, therefore staff did not incorporate this suggestion.  
Note the table below that documents the board opinions from a February 28 TPAC Staff report.     
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SBCAG Board Comments
 

 Jurisdiction�
 

Comment�/Preferred Scena�r�io�
 

  �County
 �Five Supervisors

 

80% job growth,
 
10% existing jobs,

 
10% household growth

 90% job growth�
 Consideration of�
 �
future vs. existing growth�

 �Validation of job growth forecasts 
 Reduction of commutes and congestion�

 Preservation of rural character and open space
 Growth should occur in citi�es

 
 �Santa Barbara

 
Win –

 
Win allocation

 Address job forecast data issues
 
re Cottage Hospital Seismic Retrofit

  
 �Carpinteria

 
50% existing jobs�

 
 �Goleta

 
Address future job growth�

 Look to the future�
 

 �Lompoc
 �

Address past jobs housing balance ratio’s and bala�nce
 
(see attached letter)

 �
 �Santa Maria

 
50% existing jobs, 25% job growth, 25% household growth�

 
 �Guadalupe�

 
50% existing housing, 25% job growth, 25% household growth

 
 �Solvang

 
Fine tune�

 
TPAC recommendation, most jobs retail, part time students�

 
 �Buellton

 �
 All

 
 Public

 �

Fine tune�
 
TPAC recommendation

 
 �Address existing jobs housing imbalance�

 Affordable units are difficult to accommodate 
 

 �Jerry Bunin: TPAC OK, 50% jobs/housing balance�
 Ann Crosby: Few jobs in unic. Goleta Valley 

 Chuck Kent: Few jobs in unic. Goleta Valley
 Gary Earle: Put housing in cities where jobs are�

 Kirk Lindsey: Focus on existing jobs 
 

  �
  

 

The inclusion of additional detail documenting the role of the Regional Growth Forecast, the role 
of the TPAC in developing a draft RHNA methodology, and the context of the TPAC and Board 
meetings debating how future housing should be located in the region would greatly strengthen 
the narrative.   

Response- See last paragraph on Page 2 and response to comments number 1.        
 

Throughout this process, the County maintained the principled argument that jurisdictions 
should plan sufficient housing for their workforce so other jurisdictions would not have to 
shoulder the burden.  The Draft Plan should also reflect the spirit behind the methodology to 
consider the factors as outlined in Government Code (GC) §65584.04(d).  The importance of 
these factors as the foundation of the deliberations, and ultimately, the final RHNA methodology 
selected by the Board should be documented and discussed in detail.   

Response- The deliberations will be referenced in a detailed chronology in the Appendix.      
 
RHNA Presentation to County Planning Commission 
County staff provided a presentation on the outcome of the 2008 RHNA planning process to the 
Santa Barbara County Planning Commission at its April 23, 2008 meeting.  The presentation 
provided an opportunity to inform the Commission about SBCAG and TPACs public process 
and describe the state RHNA requirements to address existing jobs-housing imbalances and 
promote infill by allocating housing where there is a need.  The discussion at the Commission 
also focused on the role RHNA has in addressing existing regional imbalances by placing 
housing near job centers and preserving the regional quality of life by minimizing regional 
commuting, traffic, and air quality impacts related to future housing.   

Response-Comment noted 
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General and Specific Comments  

All staff comments and requested edits are organized according to the sections outlined in the 
Table of Contents of the Draft Plan.  The revisions recommended in the following sections are 
submitted in an effort to enhance the Draft Plan narratives detailing the State’s RHNA 
requirements and the historic activities that ultimately led to adoption of the RHNA methodology 
by the Board. 

2008 Membership Roster Santa Barbara County Association of Governments 

“Supervisors” should read, Santa Barbara County Board of Supervisors 

Response-The report will be changed accordingly. 
 

Section 1 – Introduction 

General Comments:  

1. Page 1, recommended first paragraph:  

• As stated in our April 4, 2008 “Comments and Suggested Edits for Draft RHNA Plan” 
memo we recommend that you include an introductory paragraph that summarizes the 
purpose of the Plan.  The introductory paragraph should include discussion of the 
following:   

� Initiation of the RHNA process which involved the adoption of the Regional 
Growth Forecast (RGF) 2007 by the SBCAG Board pursuant to Government 
Code; 

� The assignment of the Technical Planning Advisory Committee (TPAC) by the 
SBCAG Board to develop recommendations regarding the “fair share” 
methodology used to distribute the RHNA among the SBCAG member 
jurisdictions at least one year prior to the scheduled housing element revision 
pursuant to the requirements of GC §§65584, 65584.04, and 65584.01; 

� Final consideration of the methodology and release of the RHNA plan by the 
SBCAG Board for the statutory 60-day public review and comment period; and 

� The ultimate use of the RHNA Plan by member jurisdictions as they prepare 
their General Plan Housing Elements and identify zoning capacity and 
adequate sites for housing in each community for households with incomes at 
all economic levels.  

While the citation of GC §65580 is helpful, however, since the requirements are highly 
specific, the current text may be confusing to a reader.  Instead of paraphrasing, we 
recommend replacing the text with exact quotations.  For example, the third and fourth 
bullets summarize requirements that occur in State law, but are not a part of the legislature’s 
declaration of the State housing goal in GC §65580.  We have included the full citation of 
GC §65580 for your use. 

• Government Code §65580 reads: 

� (a)  The availability of housing is of vital statewide importance, and the early 
attainment of decent housing and a suitable living environment for every 
Californian, including farm workers, is a priority of the highest order.   
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� (b)  The early attainment of this goal requires the cooperative participation of 
government and the private sector in an effort to expand housing opportunities 
and accommodate the housing needs of Californians of all economic levels. 

� (c) The provision of housing affordable to low and moderate-income 
households requires the cooperation of all levels of government. 

� (d)  Local and state governments have a responsibility to use the powers 
vested in them to facilitate the improvement and development of housing to 
make adequate provision for the housing needs of all economic segments of 
the community. 

� (e)  The Legislature recognizes that in carrying out this responsibility, each 
local government also has the responsibility to consider economic, 
environmental, and fiscal factors and community goals set forth in the general 
plan and to cooperate with other local governments and the state in 
addressing regional housing needs. 

Response- The introduction is about the RHNA process, not an overview of SBCAG’s approach 
so staff does not plan to add the background materials.  However, staff did replace the narrative 
summary of 65580 with the statutory language.   

 

2.  Page 2, second paragraph: 

• The correct citation for this paragraph is GC §65585.04(d)2(B) which discusses 
removing governmental barriers not “breaking down” development barriers.   

Response- The report was changed accordingly. 
 

 

Section 2 - Countywide Estimate of Regional Housing Needs 

General Comments:  

4.  Page 5, Table 3, RHNA Development Schedule, 2007-2008: 

• Please include adoption and submission of RGF by SBCAG Board for use by 
Department of Finance and State HCD in determining RHNA.   

Response- Appendix A includes the material indicating the submission of the RGF to HCD.    
 

• Consider revision to the deadline for submission of RHNA Plan to HCD.  The statutory 
deadline for the RHNA plan is August 31, 2008.  Any submission past this date puts 
local jurisdiction’s Housing Elements in statutory jeopardy. 

Response- Housing updates can begin at anytime with or without the RHNA allocation as long 
as it is available before submitting it to HCD so there is some leeway with the HCD RHNA Plan 
adoption. 
 

• Staff recommends revising the Local Agencies column to include the dates associated 
with statutory deadlines for filing a request for revision by local agencies to the SBCAG 
Board and ultimately the deadline to file an appeal.  

Response-These deadlines are in the local agency column.   
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• To clarify the activity, the October 17, 2007 SBCAG Board item could be revised to read, 
“Board holds hearing to consider final RHNA Plan for submission to State Housing and 
Community Development Department for review.” 

Response- The report was changed accordingly. 
 

Section 3 – Geography 

Specific Suggested Edits:  

5.  Page 6, South Coast Housing Market Area description, revise to include: 

• Unincorporated Carpinteria, Montecito, Summerland, Toro Canyon, Mission Canyon,  
the Eastern Goleta Valley, Isla Vista, Hope Ranch, and Gaviota. 

Response- The report was changed accordingly. 
 

General Comments:  

6.  Page 7, Santa Barbara County Housing Market Areas Map:   

• Please revise map to be consistent with the page 6 community names. 

Response- the map scale is too small to include all the community names suggested. 

Section 4 – State Allocation Criteria 

General Comments:  

County staff suggests that a specific discussion or matrix be inserted that illustrates where in the 
document and how each component of State law, including GC §65584(d) and GC 
§65584.04(d), is adequately addressed.   

Response-The fulfillment of the many state objectives in GC 65584(d) was addressed in either 
the Regional Growth Forecast or in the Allocation Criteria section. 
 

Specific Suggested Edits:  

7.  Page 8, first paragraph, third sentence: 

• The sentence appears to contradict the sentence below it.  Revise the sentence to clarify 
that State law defines the factors in GC §65584.04 (d) that must be considered by the 
Council of Governments, not how these factors are to be weighted or applied when 
developing the RHNA Plan.   

Response- The report was changed accordingly. 
 

• Third paragraph: Existing and projected jobs-housing relationship: Please provide 
the title and date of the prior SBCAG study referenced in this paragraph and include a 
bibliography of all references in the back of the Plan. 

Response- The report will be changed to include title and date of study but a bibliography 
seems unnecessary. 
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• Fourth paragraph: Local Agency opportunities and constraints:   

� Please provide the date of the referenced RGF and include it and the Attorney 
General Opinion in the bibliography discussed in the second bullet above. 

� The reference to GC §65584.06 should be revised, and may be necessary 
because GC §65584,06 (a) only applies to “cities and counties without a 
council of governments.”  A more accurate citation would be GC 
§65584.04(d)(2)(B) which states, “A council of governments may not limit its 
consideration of suitable housing sites or land suitable for urban development 
to existing zoning ordinances and land use restrictions of a locality, but shall 
consider the potential for residential development under alternative zoning 
ordinances and land use restrictions.” 

� Please cite the section of state housing law referencing the prohibition against 
the distribution of RHNA based on growth control measures and resource and 
infrastructure constraints. 

Response- The report was changed accordingly with the exception of the bibliography addition.   
 

8.  Page 9, Special Housing Needs: 

• The discussion of Special Housing Needs appears to take the place of the Housing 
Needs for Farmworkers factor referenced on page 8.   

• The discussion correctly describes that special housing needs are addressed in the 
General Plan Housing Element.  This section should be made stronger by revising it to 
include a discussion of the data in the RGF about farm sector employment. 

Response- The title was revised and the RGF discussion of farmworkers was referenced.   
 

9.  Page 9, Housing Needs Generated by UC Campus within a Jurisdiction: 

• Please revise to read “The current adopted UCSB Long Range Development Plan,” 
rather than characterizing the document as “somewhat dated.”  Since a draft of the 
revised plan has been made available to the public, a summary of how the statutory 
deadlines to release the RHNA Plan preempt consideration of the LRDP in the RHNA 
Plan for this cycle.  A summary of the housing program being proposed in the draft 
LRDP should be briefly discussed, but it could be noted the plan is in draft form and 
revisions are likely. 

Response-The “somewhat dated” refers to the previous LRDP that was incorporated in to the 
RGF. The LRDP date was added.    
 

 

Section 5 – Method of Allocating Regional Housing Needs to Local Jurisdictions 

General Comments:  

• Please add subsection titles to organize the discussion and call out involvement of the 
public and the TPAC and the Board proceedings separately.  This very important narrative is 
the core of this document and describes the deliberations and time the public, staff, and elected 
officials spent engaged in an open and public process to derive the methodology used to 
distribute the RHNA in accordance with State housing law.  
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Response- Subheadings added beginning on Page 11. 

 Page 10, first paragraph: 

• Please revise the paragraph to remove the reference “the legislation” and cite GC 
§65584.04(c) which requires public participation in the development of the RHNA 
methodology. 

Response- The report was changed accordingly 

Specific Edits:  

 11.  Page 10, fourth paragraph: 

• Third sentence cites “representatives from most areas.”  However, we believe you 
intended to refer to members of the public and representatives from interest groups.  
Please clarify, since the sentence as worded implies these “representatives” could be 
staff, or appointed, or elected representatives being cited.   

Response- The report was changed accordingly. 
 

 12. Page 11, second paragraph, first sentence: 

• This paragraph should have a subsection title: TPAC Meetings  

• Please clarify who the participants are: The members of the TPAC, or the public, or both. 

• As described in the introduction to our comments, expand this discussion to include the 
deliberations regarding locating housing in areas with the most projected job growth and 
the use of the jobs-housing ratio to inform these discussions.  During both the TPAC and 
SBCAG Board meetings, the emphasis was on the importance of sound planning 
principles.  The TPAC deliberations centered on how best to plan responsibly for future 
growth and how best to accommodate the housing demand associated with that growth. 

Response- Refer to the Page 4,f the last paragraph for a description of TPAC.  Additional detail 
on deliberations is contained in the chronology in the Appendix.   

 

13. Page 11, third paragraph, 

• This paragraph should have a subsection title:  SBCAG Board Deliberations.  

Response-Added subsection title SBCAG Board Review and Hearings 
 

• Revise this discussion to include the Board’s direction to the TPAC to find a compromise 
methodology based on these widely accepted and state mandated planning principles.   

Response-Concern was addressed in previous comment, i.e. consensus not compromise.   

• Revise the text to detail the discussion at the TPAC regarding redevelopment within 
existing aging and dilapidated communities, infill, mixed-use, adaptive re-use, and 
transit-oriented development.  We also recommend including a discussion of responsible 
planning for future development, a concept that formed the foundation of the Board’s 
deliberations as reflected in the final RHNA methodology selected.   

Response- TPAC discussion was referenced in an earlier section on Page 10 paragraph 5. 
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General Comments:  

• After Table 4, summarizing the methodology distributing the RHNA, additional context 
for the distribution would be of help in understanding the effect of the RHNA on each 
HMA and jurisdiction.   

Response- Additional context occurs previous to Table 4 in Figure 1 and the text that precedes 
it.   

 

Specific Suggested Edits: 

• We recommend inserting a table combining the RHNA from the previous housing policy 
cycle with the allocation approved by the SBCAG Board on March 20, 2008.  The 
addition of this information will help demonstrate the parity between the allocations 
among jurisdictions over time.  We have prepared a summary table for your use and 
included it as Attachment A to this memo.  An electronic copy of the table can also be 
provided upon request. 

Response-the RHNA allocation is not a cumulative process, according to state law each cycle 
begins a new allocation so this table could be misleading and counterproductive.       

Section 6 – Allocation by Income Level 

14.  Page 17, Paragraph 1, and Figures 4 and 5 

General Comments:  

• County staff is not clear why buildout is being used as a comparative measure in this 
section.  Buildout is derived using existing zoning from each jurisdiction.  As pointed out 
on page 8 of the Draft Plan, and in our recommended edit number 6 above, GC 
§65584.04(d)(2)(B) states, “A council of governments may not limit its consideration of 
suitable housing sites or land suitable for urban development to existing zoning 
ordinances and land use restrictions of a locality, but shall consider the potential for 
residential development under alternative zoning ordinances and land use restrictions.”  

��������� 	
� ��������������
���������
� �
: 

• The paragraph that describes Figures 4 and 5 should clarify that buildout includes total 
theoretical residential development based strictly on existing zoning.  Including this as a 
factor is confusing, since GC §65585.04(d)(2)(B) prohibits zoning to be considered a 
limiting factor in determining the allocation.  Additionally, buildout is not a factor 
discussed in the allocation criteria discussion on pages 8-9 of the Draft Plan. 

• The purpose of housing law is to remove government barriers to the provision of 
housing.  The buildout of land zoned for residential use is not a factor in the RHNA.  
Therefore, tt is not clear why it is included in the Draft Plan, as it does not comport with 
State law and may not be appropriate.  We recommend removing figures 4 and 5, or 
revising them to show theoretical buildout of all urban land in each jurisdiction including 
commercial and residential, since zoning can be changed to accommodate RHNA. 

Response-The buildout information is provided for comparison purposes only and it was 
requested by other TPAC members to be included in the draft plan.  It was not used as an 
allocation factor.  The information was also provided in the previous plan without any negative 
reaction from HCD staff.  The phrase “based on existing zoning” Was added to the description 
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Regional Housing Policy Challenges 

General Comments:  

15.  Page 20, section “Where Should We Grow and How Can We Afford it?” 

• This section mentions Williamson Act contracts but does not describe their relationship 
to the 1964 California Land Conservation Act and the state goal of protecting prime 
farmland.   

Response- Unclear what is requested.       
 

Specific Edits  

16.  Fourth sentence: 

• This discussion offers only two choices for future development:  “grow up with higher 
densities or spread out with a lower-density development pattern.”  Please consider 
revising this discussion to include other viable development options consistent with State 
law and available to jurisdictions; including “infill, mixed-use, adaptive re-use, transit 
oriented development, and redevelopment within existing aging and dilapidated 
communities.”   

Response- The report was changed accordingly. 
 

All Revised Draft Sections 

• All dates referenced should include the year. 

Response- The report was changed accordingly. 
 

 

Section 10 – Attachments 

General Comments: 

17.  Attachment E, Transfer of Units Between Jurisdictions: 

• Attachment E is not referenced anywhere in the revised Plan.  Consider including 
Attachment E as revised text after annexation discussion on page 18. 

• The Attachment E discussion should also include GC §65584.07(a), which also 
describes transfer of RHNA units between City and County outside of incorporation.    

Response-This section of the government code has been revised since the last RHNA cycle 
and replaced by the GC 65584.07(a) referenced above.  This new section of government code 
will replace the prior in Attachment E.   
 

• Attachment I is identical to paragraphs one through four on page 10.  Consider 
consolidation or removal of redundant information. 

Response-The Appendix I fist page has been deleted.  The public notices will be retained 
however.  
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Concluding Remarks 
 
Going forward, County staff remains willing to peer-review future revisions of the Draft Plan prior 
to release in order to ensure that the upcoming Final Regional Housing Needs Plan accurately 
reflects both the requirements of State housing law and the rationale behind the SBCAG 
Board’s allocation methodology.   
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with questions at 568-2068.     
 

 
 


